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HUMURUM MUSTANFIRAH ‘THE FLIGHT OF WILD
DONKEYS’
INTRODUCTION
“What is the matter with them that they disregard (with aversion) tathkirah (advice and
admonition) as if they are
WILD DONKEYS FLEEING
FROM A LION”
(Al-Mud-dat
h-thir, 49, 50, 51)

MINAB –the so-called Mosques & Imams National Advisory Board of UK, is most appropriately
depicted in the Qur’aan Majeed as
Humurum Mustanfirah
or “Wild Donkeys which flee from a Lion”. The Lion in Qur’aanic context of the relevant Aayat
refers to the Shariah of Allah Ta’ala. Those who take flight from the Shariah and seek guidance
and direction elsewhere are termed by Allah Ta’ala
‘Humurum Mustanfirah’ (Wild Donkeys).

This group of charlatans masquerading as Ulama have become agents peddling the haraam
vaccine – Devil’s Potion – for the Pharma Satanists. These miserable characters have
descended into a cesspool of inequity with their fraudulent interpretations of the Qur’aan and
Ahaadith to accord Shar’i sanction to the Potion of Iblees.

These juhhaal Wild Donkeys fleeing from the Shariah shamelessly peddle the haraam wares of
the Pharma Cartel despite the grave harms and filth of the devilish potions – harms and filth
confirmed by innumerable experts in a deluge of writings. Acting as agents for the government
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and the Pharma Satanists, they have betrayed Islam and the Ummah. Indeed they are among
the Signs of Qiyaamah. Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said that towards the approach
of Qiyaamah “the worst of the people will be the ulama”. The assembly of the ulama-e-soo’ (evil
ulama) is the worst calamity which has befallen the Ummah. The primary factor for the ruin of
the Ummah is
Hizbush Shaitaan (the
Legion of the Devil)
am
ong whom are the Wild Donkeys of the UK Minab.

The ensuing pages are a brief rebuttal of the copro-drivel which the Wild Donkeys have
excreted and deceptively adorned with Qur’aanic Aayaat and Hadith narrations to bamboozle
unwary and ignorant Muslims. These miserable Wild Donkeys have, without any compunction,
deemed it appropriate to bring the Pharma Satanists within the ambit of Qur’aanic approval
thereby bestowing an elevated pedestal to the kuffaar Satanists who have been responsible for
maiming, injuring and killing millions of people, mostly children, with their haraam poisonous
devilish potions.

With bootlicking and hindlicking these Wild Donkeys of the UK Minab are crawling behind the
Yahood and Nasaara into the ‘lizard’s hole’ in their drunken stupor of emulation. This sordid
satanic degree of imitating and following the Yahood and Nasaara has been termed by
Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam),
‘following
into the lizard’s hole’.

It is their belief that the vaccine potion of Iblees can thwart Malakul Maut, and that Maut can be
averted by means of the satanic method of vaccination, i.e. the injection of filth and poison into
the human body. Their total intellectual enslavement to the kuffaar has transformed these vile
molvis and sheikhs into Wild Donkeys who flee from the Lion, i.e. from the Shariah of Allah
Ta’ala.
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Muslims should beware of these charlatans who
masquerade as Islamic authorities. They are experts in
shaitaaniyat. For the safety of Imaan and for the protection
of physical health, the shaitaani advices of the Wild
Donkeys must be incumbently rebuffed.

“What is the matter with them for ignoring the tathkirah (i.e. the Qur’aan and Sunnah)? Like wild
donkeys do they flee from the Lion”
(Al-Muddaththir, Aayaat 49, 50, 51)

This Qur’aanic epithet adequately describes the likes of the UK body called MINAB (The
Mosques & Imams National Advisory Board).

The ‘imams’ of this miscreant body have acquitted themselves like wild donkeys fleeing from a
Lion. The Lion is the Shariah of Allah Ta’ala. These juhala UK imams of the silly cartel are like
Humurum Mustanfirah.
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The position of this cartel of wild donkeys as outlined in their article on the satanic covid
vaccines, is the position which the atheists have excreted into their brains. It is a haraam
position which has absolutely no support in the Shariah.

In its misguided article, the Minab wild donkeys bray:

“It is certainly difficult for anyone not to feel a sense of fear, anxiety, and helplessness during
the pandemic. We are being tested in our priorities and our ability to cope in a time of confusion
and despair.”

If these Wild Donkeys had a valid understanding of the Qur’aan and Sunnah, they would not
have disgorged bunkum to advertise their jahaalat (ignorance). The true Mu’min believes and
knows that every atom in creation operates by the direct intervention of Allah Ta’ala. Even the
movement of an ant and the rizq of a worm in the darkness of the earth underground is provided
by Allah Ta’ala Who has direct control.

The ‘sense of fear, anxiety and helplessness’, is the attribute of those who have either no
Imaan or of those whose Imaan dangles on a thread. They are on a disastrous precipice of the
Fire. Of concern to the Mu’mineen are only the assault on the Deen which the vile molvis,
moron sheikhs and wild donkeys such as the Minab gang are aiding and abetting. All of these
Wild Donkeys and Hizbush Shaitaan (the Cartel of Iblees) are in league with the atheists kuffaar
in the plot to undermine Allah’s Shariah, hence they flee from the Shariah (the Lion) and seek
succour in the kufr hypothesis and satanic theories of the atheists.
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